Big data raises a strong demand on a network infrastructure to support the secure and efficient data retrieval with in-network caching. Information-Centric Networking (ICN) is an emerging approach to satisfy this demand, where big data are ubiquitously cached at the intermediate physical entities (IPEs) in the network and users retrieve the published data from the close copy holders. For the ICN, the unpredictability of users, IPEs, copy holders, and publishers during in-network big data retrievals poses a challenge to design a data-centric authentication mechanism to inhibit the malicious users to flood data requests and prevent the fake data from being cached and provided. However, the existing work only provides the authentications between users and publishers and suffers from the delay enlargement problem. To solve these problems, we design a trust model, namely a suspension-chain model (SCM), which is a trust chain that seamlessly merges certificate authority (CA)-based trust and neighbor-based trust. Based on SCM, we propose the DCAuth integrating certificate collection and packet forwarding, where the suspension certificate chain can be constructed for realizing any authentication to the unpredictable users/IPEs/publishers without accessing servers. Extensive simulations have been conducted to compare DCAuth with the existing work, which shows that delay can be greatly reduced and attacks can be efficiently prevented by DCAuth.
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INTRODUCTION
B ILLIONS of people with mobile devices and small things, such as sensors, actuators, and robots, are generating tremendous amounts of data [1] . This is known as big data, and is characterized by five aspects: volume, variety, velocity, value, and complexity. Big data have attracted wide attention to develop business applications, such as the Internet of Things (IoT). One of the foundations for these services is to efficiently retrieve these big data [2] , [3] , which is currently designed based on endto-end communications within the Internet [4] . That is, most services are implemented based on centralized servers/clouds, and big data need to be distributed from the distant server/cloud to users, possibly through similar paths. Because of this, the current big-data retrievals effect large redundant and duplicate traffic, as well as large latency.
To cope with the retrieval of a huge amount of data, the network designs for big data [5] are indispensable, and the architectures supporting in-network big-data retrieval, such as Information-Centric Network (ICN) [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , and Named-Data Network (NDN) [11] , have been proposed for content-centric applications. In these networks, big data are cached at the Intermediate Physical Entities (IPEs), such as routers, close to users for reducing delay and redundant bandwidth consumption.
However, in-network big-data retrieval leads the network to be seriously vulnerable to a variety of attacks [12] , [13] , such as malicious-request attacks [14] , [15] , [16] , and data-poisoning attacks [17] , [18] , [19] . In a malicious-request attack, adversaries impersonate users to flood data requests (or Interests), thereby causing the network to malfunction. In a data-poisoning attack, adversaries impersonate copy holders or publishers to provide fake data. This form of attack can quickly pollute the IPE caches as the virus spreads, because IPEs cache the fake data, redistribute them, and other intermediate IPEs re-cache them. It finally consumes much in-network caching storage and prevents users from retrieve the correct big data.
Combatting these attacks is much more difficult for innetwork big-data retrieval than it is on the Internet, where the users and server(s) providing the data are predetermined and end-to-end trust is easily established. Unlike on the Internet, the unpredictability with which copy holders provide big data, IPEs cache big data, and users request big data leads to great difficulty in inhibiting malicious-request attacks and data-poisoning attacks. To prevent cache poisoning, users and IPEs need to verify data before storing or caching them. If the data are found to be fake, the copy holder providing the data and the path to retrieve the data should also be discovered in order to disable the further spread of that fake data. To prevent malicious-request attacks, copy holders should verify the identities of the users. That is, the authentication from any user/IPE to the copy holders/ publishers or from any IPE to users is required to be provided during the in-network big-data retrieval, which is simply called data-centric authentication in this paper.
The related work on secure in-network big-data retrieval can be classified as Internet Protocol (IP)-based solutions and ICN-based solutions. However, both approaches only provide the authentications between the users and publishers without considering data-centric authentication, and are unable to prevent the malicious-request and data-poisoning attacks. Furthermore, they rely on centralized servers to acquire certificates, thereby increasing authentication delays, which we refer to herein as the delay-enlargement problem.
To solve these problems, we propose a model of datacentric authentication with suspension chain (DCAuth) for secure in-network big-data retrieval. In DCAuth, packet forwarding and suspension certificate chain construction are seamlessly integrated to efficiently realize data-centric authentication. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to address the issue of trust establishment among unpredictable entities during data acquisition. It can also be widely applicable for secure routing and secure transport during in-network big-data retrieval. The following new properties distinguish the present study from existing works.
A suspension-chain model (SCM) is proposed as the trust model, where the neighbor-trust-based certificate chain is suspended by certificate authority (CA)based trust. It fundamentally enables the realization of data-centric authentication. Forwarding-integrated hop-by-hop certificate collection together with the adaptive replacement for parts of chain with highly trustworthy certificates is proposed to construct the trustworthy suspension certificate chain based on SCM. It avoids reliance on centralized server(s) for chain construction and solves the delay-enlargement problem. DCAuth smoothly extends the authentication from the physical entities to the logic entities. It breaks the barrier between networking and big-data applications, which follows the data-centric approach. Security analysis shows that DCAuth can satisfy the security design requirements. Extensive simulations show that DCAuth greatly reduces delays compared to the existing PKI-NDN scheme, and it can also efficiently prevent the malicious-request and data-poisoning attacks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related work. In Section 3, we provide the problem statement. In Sections 4 and 5, we introduce DCAuth and analyze its security properties, respectively. In Section 6, we provide performance evaluations. Finally, we conclude our work in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
Tremendous amounts of big data are generated and the data retrieval plays the crucial role for big data applications. For example, a variety of data, such as transportation data and healthcare data for local area people, are generated, stored, and processed. The data might be generated periodically and become huge amount of volume and the big data services after analysis are mostly targeted at the local people. Obviously it is costly to store all the data in remote servers/ clouds and then provided the service back.
To reduce such cost, in-network big-data retrieval is used to enable data acquisition from nearby caches instead of centralized servers [7] , [11] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] and security and privacy are crucial for big data networking [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] , [29] , [30] , [31] , [32] , [33] , [34] , [35] . Recently, ICN has been identified as a promising approach to achieve this. Rather than emphasizing the communications among hosts as in IP networking, communications in ICN are achieved via a pull-based data-retrieval model. With the ICN, IPEs are equipped with cache memories and big data are ubiquitously cached in the network. Each item of big data is signed by the publisher, allowing users to verify the integrity and data-origin regardless of the source (either the publisher or an IPE) that provided the data (or its copy) [11] .
However, in-network big-data retrieval with ICN has been identified to suffer from malicious data-request attacks [14] , [15] , [16] and data-poisoning attacks [17] , [18] , [19] . In the former, adversaries impersonate users to create a flood of interests, and in the latter, they impersonate copy holders (e.g., IPEs or publishers) to provide fake data. These attacks are severe, because big data are cached in a distributed manner, and copy holders have no way to verify users' identities, and users/IPEs have no way to verify copy holders' identities to avoid caching and spreading fake data.
To inhibit these attacks, data-centric authentication should be provided to support the secure data retrieval, which securely retrieves in-network cached big data from the unpredictable copy holders to the users. It enables data copy holders to provide the data only after successfully authenticating the users and enables users to verify the data and copy holders after receiving the data. The related work on authentication can be classified as IP-based solutions or ICN-based solutions. The IP-based solutions involve authentication over Internet, such as SSL/TLS [36] . These rely on two approaches for trust establishment, namely the certificate authority-based approach [37] , [38] , [39] or the web of trust (WoT)-based approach [40] , [41] , [42] , [43] , [44] . In the former, a trusted third party, namely the CA, is introduced to issue, manage, and provide certificates. Typical CA-based protocols include X. 509 [37] for securing applications, and DANE [38] and ARPKI [39] for securing networking. In contrast, WoT is based on an "introducer model" that depends on a chain of authenticators [41] . The typical WoT-based protocol is PGP [40] , and there are also many variations for ad hoc networks [42] , [43] .
However, both CA-based and WoT-based approaches rely on entities discovering and retrieving the relevant certificates or certificate chain(s) from the certificate repository (s). Thus, they suffer from the delay-enlargement problem because of such additional certificate acquisitions. In addition, the end-to-end design enables authentication only between users and publishers. However, this design is especially difficult for IPEs, which forward packets, to authenticate publishers or copy holders before caching the data, which makes it easy for fake data to be cached and spread. Furthermore, for WoT-based approaches, trust degrades with the length of the certificate chain, because certificates can become compromised [44] . This can cause authentications to be performed incorrectly.
For ICN-based solutions, there is a set of designs to provide authentications for NDN [45] , [46] , [47] . The core of the designs is a public-key authentication protocol for NDN, PKI-NDN [45] . It relies on designated hosts to store and provide certificates. In addition, an NDN version of DNSSEC, namely NDNS [46] , and an NDN version of domain-based CA design [47] have been developed to assist in the discovery of the relevant designated host(s) and securing routing, respectively. A trust rule for deriving key names from data names [55] is also defined. This set of solutions automates and embeds the authentications in data-centric networking. However, these authentications are restricted between users and publishers, and thus cannot prevent fake data from caching or enable copy holders with fake data to be identified. Moreover, they need to retrieve certificates from designated hosts for authentications and thus suffer from the delay-enlargement problem.
PROBLEM STATEMENTS
In-Network Big-Data Retrieval
Consider a system of in-network big-data retrieval with ICN/NDN [11] . The IPEs are equipped with caches, and the data can be cached by the IPEs. The packets for data retrieval are fundamentally Interest and Data. Each IPE has three main data structures [11] : a forwarding information base (FIB) for forwarding Interests, a content store (CS) for caching data, and a pending Interest table (PIT) for forwarding data. To retrieve big data, a user asks for data by throwing the Interest packet with the data name over the available connectivity. Any entity that receives the Interest and has the big data that satisfies it can respond with a Data packet. This entity can be the IPEs or the publishers.
The system is composed of the entities as follows.
Publisher: an entity that publishes data in the network.
User: an entity that retrieves data from the network. Physical entity: an entity that communicates using a physical device. This could be an IPE or a publisher node (PN) that hosts applications. Logical entity: an entity that is involved in an application. This can be an authorizer, a sub-authorizer, or a publisher. Take a typical big-data service portal, Travel, as an application example to introduce the use scenario for in-network big-data retrieval. In this application, the authorizer administrates the portal, Travel, through providing keys and certificates to the sub-authorizers as the privilege assignment. These privileges enable the sub-authorizers to manage the sub-categories. For example, the authorizer of Travel assigns the sub-authorizer, SA 1 , the privilege of managing a subcategory, Travel/CityA. This sub-authorizer further assigns privilege to another sub-authorizer of managing the subcategory in its service domain, or assigns publication privilege to a publisher. SA 1 might assign a publisher P X the privilege to publish data in the sub-category Travel/CityA/ Temp. Therefore, P X could publish the temperature data of City A on Apr. 13 2018 for a travel service entitled Travel/ CityA/Temp/V20180413 on this service portal.
To retrieve the aforementioned temperature data, user U X sends out an interest to request data with the name Travel/CityA/Temp/V20180413. When an IPE receives this interest, it searches its cache. If nothing is found, the interest is forwarded according to the FIB. Finally, the interest reaches the IPE or PN that holds the relevant big data. The IPEs along this path can cache these big data.
During this procedure, the copy holders (IPEs or publishers) who reply with the big data should authenticate the identity of U X ; IPEs should verify the data that they forward before caching them, and U X should verify the data it retrieves.
Adversary Model & Design Requirements
For in-network big-data retrieval, we consider both outsider and insider adversaries. An outsider controls only a set of malicious physical entities (e.g., IPE, PN) or logical entities (e.g., sub-authorizer, publisher). These malicious physical entities are deployed without establishing initial trust, whereas malicious logical entities behave without privileges. An insider controls a set of physical or logical entities that are already part of a trusted application context, as well as optionally a set of entities that are not part of the trusted context.
An adversary can perform the following attacks: (A1) impersonates a copy holder to provide fake data; (A2) impersonates a user to request big data; (A3) compromises entities to provide the authenticable certificates together with fake Interest or data. In attacks A1 and A2, an outsider impersonates entities, whereas in attack A3, an insider uses compromised entities. The goal of these is to flood requests or provide fake data via malicious-request or datapoisoning attacks.
Because of the insiders, the length of the certificate chain is important when using the WoT approach. A shorter chain reduces the number of entities that another entity must trust on the path, and thus increases the trustworthiness of the key [44] .
To inhibit the adversaries, we identify the design requirements of the authentication mechanism as follows.
Data-centric design: Any IPE or user can easily authenticate the data, publisher, and copy holder, and any copy holder can easily authenticate users. This is different from the existing authentications only from users to publishers, as IPEs need to verify the data before caching them, copy holders with fake data should be identified quickly to prevent further data provision and spreading, and copy holders need to verify users identities before providing data. Attack prevention: The proposed protocol should prevent malicious-request and data-poisoning attacks and restrict the influence of any compromised certificate(s). Revocation of compromised certificates: If a certificate becomes invalid, it should be revoked from use. Availability: Certificates should be provided anytime and anywhere, even if part of the network is down. Low bandwidth consumption: The infrastructure should not increase the packet size substantially and should have a negligible impact on bandwidth consumption. Minimal additional delay: The infrastructure should cause minimal (ideally zero) additional delays (e.g., because of extra certificate requests) to big-data retrieval.
DCAUTH DESIGNS
Herein we elaborate the design of DCAuth. We start with the trust model design and then present the three phases of DCAuth: 1) initial trust-establishment, 2) data-centric certificate management, and 3) forwarding-integrated authenticable data-retrieval. For the first phase, the CA issues certificates to a set of IPEs to form the highly trusted IPE group (HTIG). Meanwhile, certificates are issued for neighboring entities. In the second phase, IPEs exchange certificates within their neighborhoods, and any compromised entity can be shut down quickly. Finally, the third phase provides a hop-by-hop method for constructing a suspension chain consisting of a physical-entity certificate chain (peCEChain) and a logical-entity certificate chain (leCE-Chain) for data-centric authentication.
Trust Model: Suspension Chain Model (SCM)
We propose a suspension-chain model as the trust model in DCAuth. The SCM is a flexible series of neighbor-trust-based certificates suspended by CA's trust, which form a suspension chain. Traditionally, WoT-based trust is difficult to merge with CA-based trust, because WoT usually reflects uncertain social relations and thus the suspension points cannot be easily planned. However, for innetwork big-data retrieval, the topological neighbors' trust relations are predictable, which makes it feasible to plan the setting of suspension points. SCM absorbs the merits and limits the demerits for traditional WoT-based and CA-based trust. WoT-based trust provides a certificate to the entity with direct trust relations in a distributed manner, which suffers from the trust degradation problem [44] . In contrast, a CA-based trust provides highly trustworthy relationship with a high maintenance cost for certificates by the centralized CA. In SCM, neighbor-based trust forms the certificate chain to realize datacentric authentication, whereas CA-based trust reduces the length of the chain to solve the trust degradation problem.
For CA's trust, the CA assigns certificates to highly trusted IPEs as the suspension points based on CA's trust, which is the pre-trust between these IPEs and CA. According to the CA's suspension trusts, these IPEs then issue certificates to the nearby highly trusted IPEs. The CA selects highly trusted IPEs based on their security properties and locations. For example, a rule is set that the distance between two nearby highly trusted IPEs in the HTIG should be less than the fixed number of hops, such as 5 hops. This rule restricts the chain based on neighbor-based trust to be shorter than 5 hops.
Let CEðA ! BÞ represent the public-key certificate issued from A to B. The public key of an entity Z is denoted by PubK Z , and Sig Z denotes the signature of Z. As in Fig. 1 , CEðR k ! R kÀ1 Þ is the certificate issued by R k to R kÀ1 to certify that the public key of R kÀ1 is PubK RkÀ1 . The certificate issued by the authorizer of Travel to the sub-authorizer in charge of Travel/CityA is CEðTravel !Travel/CityA). Fig. 1 shows an example of the SCM from user U X to a publisher with the privilege to publish in the category Travel/CityA/Temp. Fig. 1a illustrates the trust relation and Fig. 1b depicts the corresponding suspension chain.
In Fig. 1a , the neighbor-based trust relations include
trusts PN], since they are physically connected. For CA-based trusts, R kÀ1 , R 2 , and PN are highly trusted physical entities that belong to the HTIG. The CA issues certificates for them, namely CEðCA ! R kÀ1 Þ, CEðCA ! R 2 Þ, and CEðCA ! PNÞ, which are suspension CA trust relations. The CA distributes these certificates to the IPEs that are close to each other in the HTIG. For example, the CA distributes CEðCA ! R kÀ1 Þ and CEðCA ! R 2 Þ to R kÀ1 . If these certificates are verified, they confer CA-based trust relations and issue certificates to each other based on them. In the example shown in Fig. 1a , R kÀ1 issues CEðR kÀ1 ! R 2 Þ whereas R 2 issues CEðR 2 ! R kÀ1 Þ and CEðR 2 ! PNÞ. These certificates are used to enhance the trust. In Fig. 1a , the certificates in the HTIG reduce the length of the chain from U x to PN from 7 to 4, and there are two highly trusted relations among these four, namely CEðR kÀ1 ! R 2 Þ and CEðR 2 ! PNÞ. Obviously, this suspension chain is more trustworthy than the pure certificate chain based on neighbor-based trust. In Fig. 1b , the suspension chain is composed of two parts, namely peCEChain and leCEChain. The peCEChain describes the trust relations among physical entities, whereas leCEChain illustrates the authorization relations among logical entities. In Fig. 1b , the trust relations in peCE-
The PN hosts the big data application of Travel. In leCEChain, the PN authorizes the authorizer to serve the applications of Travel on this PN. The authorization relations of Travel are as described in the example use scenario in Section 3.1. It is observed that the joint point between peCEChain and leCEChain is the PN. In DCAuth, the PN issues the certificate between itself and the authorizer of Travel directly after application installation, which connects the physical entities with the logical entities. The leCEChain is constructed by the PN beforehand, whereas the peCEChain is constructed hop-by-hop during packet forwarding.
Public-key verification is the process for one entity to verify the authenticity of the public key of another entity. User U X authenticates the public key of the publisher by verifying the suspension chain in the following steps. First, U X verifies the first certificate by its private key. In Fig. 1 , U X verifies CEðU X ! R k Þ by verifying Sig UX . If it is correct, it believes that PubK Rk truly belongs to R k . Subsequently, each intermediate public key is used to verify the next direct associated certificate. This process continues for multiple rounds until the final certificate is verified. Finally, U X obtains the public key of the publisher.
Initial Trust Establishment
The initial trust establishment has two components: selfcertifiable naming and certificate issuing.
Self-certifiable Naming
Self-certifiable naming defines the rule for naming the principals, including entities, keys, and certificates, to enable the entities to be self-certifiable. As the extension of the cryptographically generated address (CGA) [57] , we merge the hash-based self-certifying names [48] with hierarchical naming as shown in Fig. 2 .
The name of a physical entity is defined as EntityType/ Entity/EID as in Fig. 2 . "EntityType" specifies the type of entity, such as a router. "Entity" is a reserved word to indicate that this name is for an entity. "EID" is set as the hash value of this entity's public key for self-verifiability. The name of the public key for the physical entity is defined as EntityType/PubK/EID, where "PubK" shows that this name is for a public key. "EntityType" and "EID" in the public-key name are the same as in the entity name. This naming rule enables the verification of an entity name by comparing the hash value of the public key and the EID in the entity name. If they are the same, the entity with this name truly holds the public key. This method enables the name to be self-certifiable.
The name of the certificate for the physical entity is defined as EntityType=CE=EID=Name Issuer . In this name, "CE" indicates that the name is for a certificate, and "Name Issuer " indicates the name of the certificate issuer, which is introduced to differentiate between certificates from different issuers to the same subject. The logical entities are also associated with the public keys and certificates. To name them, we introduce the application context (AppCtxt) as the hierarchical prefix to describe the category of an entity's authorized privilege, such as Travel/CityA. As in Fig. 2 , the name of a logical entity is defined as AppCtxt/ Entity/EID, where "EID" is the hash of its public key. Similarly, the name of a public key for a logical entity is defined as AppCtxt/PubK/EID, and the name of a certificate is defined as AppCtxt=CE=EID=Name Issuer . This naming rule enables the entity to assert name ownership by creating a mapping between a name and the name owner's public/ private key pair. This approach embeds the public key into the name, which is self-certifiable.
Certificate Issuing
To issue a certificate, an entity should be convinced that a given public key truly belongs to another entity. Under that situation, it issues a certificate for this entity such that the public key is bound to the entity name by its signature. In DCAuth, certificate issuing is the initial trust establishment among entities having trust relationships, namely as CAbased trust, neighbor-based trust for physical entities, and authorization relationships for logical entities.
CA-based trust between two entities is established using the CA as the "introducer." The CA is managed by the network operator, and provides certificates to the owner's entities and the highly trusted physical entities close to them in the HTIG. The entities in the HTIG then confer CA-based trust relationships and issue certificates to each other.
All the highly trustable entities register at CA. CA has the wholeview of these entities and determines the neighboring relations among the entities in HTIG. After determination of the neighboring relations, an entity, A, sends interest to CA to request the certificates of its neighbors. CA replies with the related certificates to A, such as CEðCA ! BÞ. After A receiving the certificates, A verifies them, issues certificates from itself to those neighbors, such as CEðA ! BÞ, and sends to CA. CA verifies this certificate and forwards it to B when B requests.
For neighbor-based trust, a physical entity creates a public key and the corresponding private key locally by itself. It generates the names using the public key based on the selfcertifiable naming method. If physical entity B is a neighbor of entity A, B can announce its public key to A with the key name. With self-certifying naming, an attacker cannot take a name created by someone else and send signed packets that appear to come from the owner of that name. However, because names themselves are not certified, an attacker can create a new name and its own public key. This problem can be solved by additional methods, such as challenge/ response together with the time-bounded response. Further discussions on this topic are outside the scope of this paper.
In DCAuth, the physical entities pre-keep the certificates and associate certificates with interfaces in FIB. The physical entity knows the next hop of one interface, and it associates the certificate from that entity to itself with the forwarding interface. This mechanism enables the appending of the relevant certificate to the packets as required when forwarding them.
For logical entities, the trust relationship is defined by the application. Each logical entity also generates a public/private key pair by itself. If logical entity A authorizes the right for entity B to manage a sub-category or publish data, A should provide a certificate for the true public key of B. To ensure the public key truly belongs to B, A similarly compares the hash value of B's public key and the EID in B's name.
Data-centric Certificate Management
We now propose methods to exchange, update, and revoke certificates after the initial establishment of trust.
Certificate Exchange
Certificate exchange allows entities to share the certificates that they issue and hold. Each physical entity has a local repository in which to store certificates securely. In DCAuth, the physical entities request and keep all the certificates issued for or by their nearby highly trusted entities in the HTIG and by common neighboring physical entities. To exchange the information of certificates they hold, each entity hashes the names of certificates and exchange hashes to see if there is one missed in the neighborhood. If there is, the entity will send interest to its neighbor to retrieve that certificate. Finally, the physical entities hold all the certificates within a two-hop distance and the certificates with nearby highly trusted entities in the HTIG. These certificates are used to construct chains hop by hop, shorten certificate chains, and check the certificates appended by an up-stream entity. This certificate check is performed by the next hop of the entity to check whether the certificate appended by this entity is the same as the one stored by it. If the certificates are the same, the certificate passes the check. Otherwise, this packet will be dropped because of the fake certificate.
The certificates of the logical entities in an application should be stored in the repository of the PN. When data are published, the trust chain from the PN to the publisher can be automatically formed and appended to the packet. Meanwhile, the neighbors of the PN also keep all the certificates of the PN in order to check them during transmissions.
Certificate Update and Revocation
To guarantee its validity, each certificate in the network is issued with a certificate expiration time, after which the certificate is invalid.
For certificate updates using CA-based trust in the HTIG, the subject entity of the certificate requests the CA to issue an updated certificate and provide it to the related nearby highly trusted IPEs, who can further issue update certificates. For certificate updates using neighbor-based trust, the subject entity of the certificate should notify the issuer of its interest in updating the certificate. On receiving this interest, the issuer checks whether this entity has been compromised. It then checks whether the mapping between the name and the public key satisfies the naming rule. If all the checks are passed, the issuer considers whether the public key of the subject entity is still trustworthy, generates an updated certificate, and replies with this updated certificate. If any check is failed, the issuer does not provide a certificate update to that entity.
If one entity no longer wishes to trust another entity, the former may revoke the certificate that it originally issued. Because certificates are issued over a one-hop distance, it is easy to detect the misbehavior of an entity. To revoke a certificate quickly, the revocation is announced over a two-hop distance. The revocation initiator broadcasts the revocation information to all the entities within a two-hop distance. Each entity receiving this information adds the compromised entity or certificate to its blacklist. All the packets from the compromised entities are dropped for a rapid local shutdown.
The operator also maintains a certificate revocation list (CRL). One entity revoking a certificate notifies the CRL of the revocation. If one entity discovers the misbehavior from another entity, it can request to revoke that entity with the evidence. Furthermore, if one entity discovers that a part of the chain is unusable, it reports this part of the chain to the CRL, whereupon the CRL will revoke all the related certificates in that part. All the IPEs retrieve the list of revoked certificates in their spare time without costing busy times.
Forwarding-Integrated Authenticable Data Retrieval
Here, when forwarding interests and data, we define a forwarding-integrated hop-by-hop approach to construct the suspended chain from unpredictable copy holders to a user for authenticating interest, and from a user or IPE to data for authenticating copy holders or publishers. We let highly trusted IPEs replace the parts of chain with highly trusted certificates induced by CA's suspended trust to enhance trustworthiness. Optimization method to shorten certificate chain is also proposed. Fig. 3 illustrates an example for data retrievals from PN and IPE, which is based on the typical example scenario in Fig. 1 . The steps for data retrieval are as follows.
Step 1: The user issues an interest appended with its signature. It knows its next hop is the IPE to which it is connected. It then appends to this interest the certificate from the next-hop IPE to itself. Finally, it sends out the interest. Take Fig. 3 as an example. User U x issues an interest to request big data with name as Travel/CityA/Temp/V20180413. In the interest packet, CEðR k ! U x Þ is appended with the interest. The reason for such certificate appending is to enable the authentication from R k to U x , and finally construct a certificate chain from copy holder to the user, U x .
Step 2: When the interest is received by an IPE, such as R k , . . ., R 2 , R 1 in Fig. 3 , it checks whether the previous certificates are correct. If the check succeeds and it belongs to the HTIG, this IPE attempts to find the previous highly trusted IPE to replace the related part of the certificate chain with one highly trusted certificate in the suspended chain. For example, when R 2 receives interest from R 3 , it traverses the existing suspended chain and finds that the previous highly trusted IPE is R kÀ1 . Then,
If this IPE does not belong to the HTIG, it directly finds the interface to the next hop and appends to the interest the relevant certificate from the next-hop IPE to itself. As shown in Fig. 3 , R k checks whether CEðR k ! U x Þ is correct. R k can conduct such checks because the certificates are exchanged and kept by the neighboring IPEs. If the check succeeds, this IPE appends CEðR kÀ1 ! R k Þ to the interest. Similarly, R k , R kÀ1 , R 4 , R 3 , and R 1 check the previous certificates and append the necessary certificate from the next hop to itself to the interest. Meanwhile, R 2 and PN replace part of their certificate paths with a highly trusted one, and then append the necessary certificates.
Step 3: This is executed if an IPE holds the requested big data in its cache. Take R 1 in Fig. 3b as an example. It checks the suspended chain {CEðR 1 ! R 2 Þ, CEðR 2 ! R kÀ1 Þ, CEðR kÀ1 ! R k Þ, CEðR k ! U x Þ} through the process described in the SCM. If the verification succeeds, this IPE replies with the data packet. In the data packet, the suspended chain from this IPE to the publisher, CEChain 2 in Fig. 3b , and the certificate from the next IPE to this IPE, Fig. 3b , are appended. CEChain 2 is cached when these big data are cached in this IPE's memory. This IPE sends this data packet to the interface in reply as specified in the PIT.
Step 4: If the PN receives the interest, it verifies the suspended chain from itself to the user {CEðPN ! R 2 Þ, Fig. 3a . If the verification succeeds, the PN discovers the suspended chain from itself to the publisher, CEChain 1 in Fig. 3a , in its storage, and appends this certificate chain with the certificate from the first IPE to itself, CEðR 1 ! PNÞ, which is late replaced by CEðR 2 ! PNÞ in Fig. 3a . Next, the PN replies with these big data using the reverse path of the interest.
Step 5: After the IPE receives the data packet, it performs forwarding and possibly caching. When the IPE intends to cache the big data, it first caches them in a temporary cache, which is separated from the data cache. Second, it checks the suspended chain from itself to the publisher. Only if the verification passes, these big data can be cached in the data memory and the suspended chain from this IPE to the publisher will be cached along with the data. The verification is performed offline, which does not affect the speed of data retrieval. At the same time, this IPE checks the previous certificate. If the check is successful and it belongs to the HTIG, it will discover the previous entity in the suspended chain belonging to the HTIG. If there is a previous entity, the IPE replaces part of the related certificate path with a highly trusted certificate. Otherwise, the IPE directly finds the interface to the corresponding certificate from the next hop to itself and appends this certificate to the packet, then forwards this packet to the interface.
Step 6: After the user receives the data packet, there should be a certificate chain from the user to the publisher {CEChain 2 , CEðR 2 ! PNÞ, CEðR kÀ1 ! R 2 Þ, CEðR k ! R kÀ1 Þ, and CEðU x ! R k Þ} in Fig. 3b . It verifies this suspended chain. If the verification passes, it believes that it gets the authentic public key of the publisher, and utilizes the key to verify the signature of the data. The user can also verify the copy holder or the IPE on the path.
The above forwarding-integrated authenticable data retrieval procedure is also workable, even mobility happens. The certificate chain appended with interest and data can be constructed hop-by-hop as long as there is a physical path between U x and PN/R 1 as in Fig. 3 . Therefore, mobility does not influence such authenticable data retrieval.
In DCAuth, to reduce the cost incurred by the suspended-chain construction and verification, the suspended chain can be shortened further by the IPEs and PNs. That is, they can replace the verified suspended chain with a simplified certificate by specifying that this certificate is a shortened one.
We take Fig. 4 as an example to introduce such an optimization. Before caching the big data, R 1 verifies CEChain ðR 1 ! Travel=CityA=TempÞ, which is composed of four certificates. If the verification succeeds, R 1 believes that it holds the authentic public key of the logical entity that can publish big data with a prefix such as Travel/CityA/Temp. Thus, it issues CEðR 1 ! Travel=CityA=TempÞ, as shown in Fig. 4 .
Meanwhile, the signature information shows that this certificate has been shortened from four certificates. R 1 can also replace the CEChain 2 in Fig. 3 with the newly generated CEðR 1 ! Travel=CityA=TempÞ. This optimization can lower the cost of suspended-chain construction and verification. Table 1 summarizes the security properties of DCAuth, the WoT-based approach, and the CA-based approach based on the aspects of data-centric design, attack prevention, revocation, and availability.
SECURITY ANALYSIS
In DCAuth, any entity can authenticate any copy holder, and can verify the big data that it retrieves as well. Hence data-centric authentication has been achieved. Authentication from users to publishers can also be realized by the WoT-based and CA-based approaches. However, in those approaches, users cannot authenticate copy holders if they are different from the publishers. Furthermore, IPEs cannot verify big data and copy holders cannot authenticate users. Thus, we mark DCAuth highly for data-centric design, while identifying the WoT-based and CA-based approaches as having low usability in a data-centric environment.
Regarding attack prevention, the malicious-request and data-poisoning attacks mounted by adversaries are rooted in impersonation from outsiders and certificate compromises from insiders. Impersonation can be prevented by the data-centric authentication in DCAuth by dropping packets without valid certificates. For certificate compromises, DCAuth prevents this attack through verification of suspension certificate chains. The copy holders verify the users' identities and revoke them if the number of requests from one verified user exceeds a threshold. The users and IPEs can verify the copy holders' identities and revoke the ones who are found to provide fake data. However, the existing CA-based and WoT-based approaches focus on the authentication from users to the publishers, which cannot effectively address these attacks. Thus, in Table 1 , we mark DCAuth as high, whereas the CA-based and WoT-based approaches are low. We also evaluate the performance for attack prevention later in Section 6.4.
For certificate revocation, the CA-based approach uses the CRL to revoke the certificates they issue. Thus, they can achieve the highest revocation, although this incurs costs for synchronizing the CRL. In the WoT approach, the CRL can also be used to revoke the certificates, but the CRL server should first confirm the report on the compromised certificates that are issued among the entities. This process is quite difficult and costly. In DCAuth, such certificates will be shut down by neighbors within two hops for fast revocation if a physical entity is detected to be compromised. CRL is also used for further revocations. The IPEs synchronize their revocation lists in their spare time, thereby causing no disruption to communication. Thus, we mark DCAuth as fast, middle.
As for availability, authentication cannot be performed if the certificate repositories are unworkable in either the common WoT-based approach or the CA-based approach. For the WoT-based approach, some self-organized methods have been proposed for a dynamic environment [42] , [43] (e.g., ad-hoc networks) that can enable the availability to some extent. Thus, we mark the CA-based approach as low availability and the WoT-based approach is middle availability. With DCAuth, a certificate chain can be constructed anytime and anywhere only if big data can be retrieved, even if part of the network is down or entities are mobile, as there is a physical path between the two entities. Only if the big data can be retrieved, they can be authenticated. Thus, in Table 1 , we mark DCAuth as having high availability.
DCAuth therefore satisfies the requirements for authentication for in-network big-data retrieval from security aspects, which cannot be effectively addressed by the existing WoT-based or CA-based approaches.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of DCAuth from the perspectives of cost and attack preventions. For the cost, we compare DCAuth with the PKI-NDN [45] , which is a typical authentication mechanism for ICN. With PKI-NDN, users need to retrieve certificates from designated hosts and the authentications are restricted from users to publishers. In contrast, DCAuth seamlessly integrates interest/data-packet forwarding with constructing a suspension chain and data-centric authentication is realized.
For in-network big-data retrieval, users and IPEs have the potential to authenticate users, copy holders, and publishers. Without loss of generality, we investigate the performance when users authenticate the publisher and further data because users are equivalent to IPEs. That is, IPEs need to authenticate big data before caching them, which is the same situation as the users.
Metrics & Experiment Setup
In evaluating the cost of public-key authentication systems, the main metrics are bandwidth consumption and delay [39] , whereas for the attack prevention, the main influences on the network is also the bandwidth consumption. Therefore, the following two metrics are considered.
Bandwidth Consumption, defined as the bandwidth (in bytes) consumed in retrieving certificates or consumed by the packet transmissions because of attacks. For the cost of DCAuth, the additional bandwidth consumed in forwarding certificates is measured. In PKI-NDN, interests for certificates are issued by users, and certificates are sent in reply from the relevant designated host(s). Then, the bandwidth consumed in forwarding these packets is measured as the cost in PKI-NDN. For attack prevention, the interests and data packet forwarding effected by attacks are measured. Delay, defined as the time from the moment that a user sends an interest to the moment that the big data are received and verified by a user. The delay includes the time for interest/data transmission, certificate retrieval, and verifying the copy holder and user. We simulate DCAuth and PKI-NDN using ndnSIM [49] . The simulation parameters are provided in Table 2 . The shortest-path routing and the best-performing-path selection methods [50] are employed. The link bandwidth is set as 10 Mbps, the one-way link delay is set as 10 ms, and the queue size for one node is 20 chunks. The interest packet size is 200 bytes; the size of one certificate is 200 bytes; and the data packet size is 1,024 bytes. The interest-generation model for the user is a constant bit rate (CBR) with 100 interests/s, which follows a uniform distribution. The simulation time is 100s. Each simulation is repeated 10 times with different seeds, and the average of the network performance is taken.
We simulate three cryptographic algorithms, namely RSA [51] , the elliptic-curve digital-signature algorithm (ECDSA) [52] , [56] , and modified ECDSA (MECDSA) [53] , which is an improved version of ECDSA. These are typical signature algorithms that have different verification speeds. Usually, RSA requires a 1,024-bit key to ensure security. It has been claimed that a 192-bit ECDSA key is similar to a 1,024-bit RSA key with respect to the level of security they offer [54] . According to the existing evaluations on these algorithms in NDN [53] , the verification times for RSA with a 1024-bit key, MECDSA with a 192-bit key, and ECDSA with a 192-bit key are 0.000013 s, 0.0003 s, and 0.002 s, respectively.
In DCAuth, one certificate is appended when forwarding interest/data. In PKI-NDN, when the copy holder receives an interest, it requests the designated host(s) for the relevant certificates. We note that the network scale and the number of requested designated hosts are the key factors that impact the costs of DCAuth and the PKI-NDN. Therefore, we first investigate the influence of network scale on the cost of DCAuth and PKI-NDN (Case 1), and then investigate the impact of the number of requested designated hosts (Case 2). We also explore the attack prevention under a realistic topology, namely Abilene topology (Case 3).
Case 1: Impact of Network Scale
To evaluate the performance at different network scales, we investigate line topologies for different number of IPEs between the user and the copy holder, as in Fig. 5 . In our simulations, there is one copy holder holding the big data and one user acquiring the big data. This user can also be an IPE that authenticates and caches the big data. A total of m IPEs exist between user U X and the copy holder, where m varies from 1 to 7. One designated host that serves for certificate provision connects with IPE 1 in this case investigation.
We obtain the bandwidth consumption while varying the topology length, as shown in Fig. 6 . We observe that the difference in bandwidth consumption between DCAuth and PKI-NDN increases rapidly with distance. This is because the number of certificates that need to be transmitted increases hop by hop until it reaches a copy holder. If the distance increases by one hop, the additional bandwidth consumption for this increase is more than that for the previous hop because all the certificates for the previous hops and the newly collected certificates should be transmitted on this new hop. As in Fig. 5 , U x (IPE x ) sends one certificate, CEðIPE 1 ! U x ), to IPE 1 ; IPE 1 sends two certificates, CEðIPE 1 ! U x Þ and CEðIPE 2 ! IPE 1 Þ, to IPE 2 ; and finally IPE m sends m þ 1 certificates to the copy holder. In contrast, the bandwidth consumption for PKI-NDN increases nearly linearly because the sum of the hops to retrieve the certificates from the designated host by the user and the copy holder increases linearly with the distance between the user and the copy holder. Fig. 7a shows how the delay changes with network scale, and Figs. 7b and 7c show the scale-enlargement figures of rectangles b and c in Fig. 7a. From Fig. 7 , we see that the delay of PKI-NDN is much higher than that of DCAuth. However, the delay difference between DCAuth and PKI-NDN decreases with verification time because DCAuth is more influenced by verification time than is PKI-NDN.
From Fig. 7a , we see that the delay increases with both distance and verification time. The delay increases nearly linearly because the sum of the hops for certificate retrieval from the designated host increases linearly in PKI-NDN. A similar situation occurs in DCAuth. From Figs. 7a and 7b , we see also that the delay increases faster with higher verification time than with lower verification time in DCAuth. This is because more certificates need to be verified as the number of hops increases. From Fig. 7c , we see that the delay difference remains nearly constant with verification time, although more verification time means more delay. 
Case 2: Impact of Number of Requested Designated Hosts
The requested designated hosts denote the designated hosts that need to be accessed to retrieve the relevant certificates.
Obviously, the number of requested designated hosts influences the performance of PKI-NDN, whereas it does not influence DCAuth. We assess here the relative change in performance within the number of requested designated hosts. We simulate the realistic Abilene topology as illustrated in Fig. 8 . There are ten copy holders and ten users connected in the network. There are five designated hosts in the network, and each of them connects with one IPE. We vary the number of requested designated hosts for certificates from one to five.
We obtain the bandwidth consumption as shown in Fig. 9 , where we observe that it is independent of the number of designated hosts in DCAuth. In contrast, the bandwidth consumption increases with this number in PKI-NDN. We see also that the bandwidth consumption of PKI-NDN exceeds that of DCAuth for one or two requested designated hosts under the Abilene-topology scenario. Although DCAuth incurs a relatively high bandwidth cost with relatively few requested designated hosts, PKI-NDN incurs an even higher bandwidth cost if the number of requested designated hosts exceeds a threshold. Fig. 10 shows how the delay changes with the number of requested designated hosts. Similarly, the delay of DCAuth is independent of the number of requested designated hosts, whereas the delay increases with this number in PKI-NDN. We find that the delay of retrieving data through PKI-NDN is much greater than that of DCAuth, and the difference between them increases rapidly with the number of requested hosts.
Case 3: Attack Prevention under Abilene Topology
We investigate the performance of attack prevention under the Abilene topology with ten copy holders and ten users as shown in Fig. 8 . We define the ratio of the adversaries as the number of adversaries over the total number of normal entities with the same type. We vary this ratio from 10 to 50 percent to investigate the bandwidth consumption.
For the malicious-request attack, an adversary sends the malicious Interests to the network with 500 packets/s. For the data-poisoning attack, the adversary(s) provides fake data to the users. Both outsiders and insiders are considered. The outsiders do not hold legal certificates, whereas the insiders hold compromised certificates. To prevent the malicious-request insiders, we let copy holders revoke the users (insiders) if the number of requests from the same verified user exceeds 10. To inhibit the data-poisoning insiders, we enable the revocation of the copy holders (insiders), if the user finds that the big data it retrieves are fake regardless of whether the data passed the verification. We obtain the bandwidth consumption, shown in Figs. 11 and 12 , by the malicious-request and data-poisoning attacks, respectively. Both Figs. 11 and 12 show that the bandwidth consumption due to these attacks increase drastically with the ratio of adversaries if there is no DCAuth. PKI-NDN and the other existing authentication schemes without DCAuth only focus on the authentication from the users to the publishers, which cannot prevent the malicious-request and data-poisoning attacks (both outsiders and insiders). The proposed DCAuth scheme can reduce the bandwidth consumption caused by these attacks to a lower situation, though there is still some bandwidth consumption. This bandwidth consumption is effected by the first one-hop transmissions to flood malicious interests or provide fake data or by the first several rounds of big-data retrieval and authentication to discover adversaries.
As in Figs. 11 and 12 , it is observed that the cost for preventing outsiders is similar to that for insiders for both attacks in DCAuth. In further detail, the insiders cause slightly more bandwidth consumption than the outsiders. It is because around 10 data retrievals are tolerated to discover malicious-request insiders, and users need to retrieve and authenticate the fake data in order to discover datapoisoning insiders. In contrast, the outsiders can be prevented by the first-hop certificate checks from neighbors, as they do not have valid certificates.
Therefore, we see that DCAuth achieves a minimal additional delay without incurring additional certificate retrievals and its bandwidth consumption is acceptable for performance while efficiently preventing maliciousrequest and data-poisoning attacks for in-network bigdata retrieval.
CONCLUSIONS
In-network big-data retrieval is vulnerable to maliciousrequest and data-poisoning attacks. To prevent such attacks, we proposed DCAuth, which provides data-centric authentication with merging CA-based trust and neighbor-based trust. It enables authentication among entities including users, IPEs, copy holders, and publishers, regardless of their unpredictability. Extensive simulations have been conducted, and show that DCAuth can reduce the delay for certificate collection compared to PKI-NDN and can prevent malicious-request and data-poisoning attacks efficiently.
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